
 
 
 

 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In fact the first version of this device (vortex tube) was 

explored or invented based on an accidental investigation (by 

Ranque [1]). Several years later a German scientist [2] directed 

his efforts on improving this amazing device and vortex tube 

was introduced academically for the first time in 1947. A 

vortex tube includes different parts such as: one or more inlet 

nozzles, a vortex-chamber, a cold end orifice, a throttle valve 

that is located at the end of main tube and a working tube. 

When pressured fluid is entered into the vortex-chamber 

tangentially via the nozzles, a strong rotational flow field is 

created. When the fluid tangentially swirls to the center of the 

vortex tube it is expanded and cooled. After occurrence of the 

energy separation in the vortex tube the pressured inlet fluid 

stream was divided into two different fluid streams including 

hot and cold exhaust fluids. The “cold exit or cold orifice” is 

located at near the inlet nozzles and at the other side of the 

working tube there is a changeable stream restriction part 

namely the control or throttle valve which determines the mass 

flow rate of hot exit. a percent of the compressed gas escapes 

through the valve at the end of the working tube as hot stream 

and the remaining gas returns in an inner swirl flow and leaves 

through the cold exit orifice. Opening the throttle valve 

reduces the cold airflow and closing the valve increases the 

cold mass flow ratio. Some of investigations on various 

aspects of vortex tubes are briefly mentioned below. Dutta et 

al. [3] performed a numerical study on energy separation 

inside a simple vortex tube. In their work, a three-dimensional 

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model is applied to 

study the phenomena of energy separation in a vortex tube 

with compressed air at normal atmospheric temperature and 

cryogenic temperature as the working fluid. Also in this work, 

the NIST real gas model is employed for the first time to 

accurately compute the thermodynamic and transport 

properties of working fluid inside the vortex tube. 

Mohammadi et al. [4] carried out an experimental study to 

optimize the vortex tube parameters. In their study, a simple 

vortex tube with various parts is employed to obtain the 

optimum nozzle intake numbers and diameter. The influence 

of inlet pressure and cold mass fraction are also studied. 

Results illustrate that increasing the nozzle numbers causes a 

temperature drop and the optimum nozzle diameter 

corresponds to quarter of working tube diameter. The heat and 

mass transfer between the cold and hot cores (inside the vortex 

tube) is analyzed by Rafiee and Sadeghiazad [5].  The 

capabilities of different turbulence models (the RSM, LES, k–

ω, k–ɛ and SST k–ω) for predicting the flow structures within 

the air separator were examined by Baghdad et al. [6] and 

Rafiee and Sadeghiazad [7]. Guo et al. [8] studied the thermal 

performance of vortex tubes with small diameters. 

Pourmahmoud et al. [9] analyzed the effect of shell heat 

transfer on vortex tube performance. Pourmahmoud et al. [10] 

determined the optimum value for the length of vortex tube.  
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Some variations in the temperature drops are seen when a 

bended main tube is used in the structure of the air separator. 

These variations are reported in comparison with the air 

separator equipped with the straight main tube [11]. The effect 

of divergent main tube has been investigated by Rahimi et.al 

[12] and the optimum angle for the divergent main tube has 

been achieved numerically. Some factors regarding the vortex 

tube structure (the inlet of slots, the ratio of slots, the hot and 

cold exit area, the rounding off edge radius, the internal radius 

of main tube and the convergent slots) were optimized by 

Rafiee et al. [13], Rafiee and Sadeghiazad [14] and 

Pourmahmoud et al. [15].  Some refrigerant gases (R728, R32, 

R134a, R161, R744, and R22) have been examined in the 

vortex tube air separator and the thermal performance of air 

separator has been studied and the best refrigerant gas has been 

determined [16, 17]. Rafiee and Sadeghiazad [18] analyzed the 

effect of different boundary conditions (pressure outlet and 

pressure far field) at the outlets and different working gases on 

the energy separation inside a vortex tube. Rafiee and 

Sadeghiazad [19, 20] managed some experimental setups to 

optimize the control valve structural parameters such as the 

conical angle and the cone length and proved that there are 

some optimized values which lead to the best thermal 

capability. The impact of a new shape of the hot tube (the 

convergent main tube) is experimentally tested by Rafiee et al. 

[21] and Rafiee and Sadeghiazad [22-26]. Their results stated 

that there is an optimized angle for the convergent main tube 

to produce the best cooling capacity. Rafiee and Sadeghiazad 

[27] proposed a new energy explanation to analyze the thermal 

distribution and the exergy density inside the air separator 

applying the measured flow factors along the hot tube. The 

thermophysical parameters inside the vortex tube are 

comprehensively reported by Rafiee and Rahimi [28]. A 

comprehensive study was done to analyze the isotope 

separation using vortex tubes by Lorenzini et al. [29]. The 

effect of shape of control valve is analyzed by Rafiee and 

Sadeghiazad [30]. The effect of inlet temperature on the VT 

performance is evaluated by Pourmahmoud et al. [31]. Vortex 

tubes can help to separate the articles from the air. The air 

climate and related energy is investigated by Alberto 

Mirandola and Enrico Lorenzini [32].  

2. BASIC CONCEPTS 

The performance measurements on the VT systems (usually) 

are pointed and presented based on the temperature differences 

(there is no difference what kind of the VT is used, RHVT, 

PVT or DCVT). There are three definitions; first, the cold 

temperature difference or ∆𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑑  (difference between cold and 

inlet sides), the total temperature difference or ∆T (difference 

between cold and hot sides) and the hot temperature difference 

or ∆𝑇ℎ𝑜𝑡  (difference between hot and inlet sides), these 

definitions are as bellow: 

 

h h inletT T T                                                                        (1) 

 

C inlet CT T T                                                                       (2) 

3. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

At the first step, we should describe the details regarding the 

structural parameters for all VTs applied in the tests. In the 

first step, the effect of nondimensional valve diameter 

(considering the tube diameter as a constant value) is 

considered for the thermal evaluation (this factor is not 

analyzed for DCVT yet). In second step, the effect of pressure 

ratio (extra injection pressure/inlet pressure) is considered 

(this factor is not analyzed for DCVT yet). The experimental 

setup is sketched in Fig. 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. The double circuit vortex tube used in the tests 

 

In RHVTs we need a simple control valve without any 

complicated structures (just a conical shape with a certain 

angle and diameter at the end), but the situation is a little 

different in the case of DCVTs. In this kind, we need to apply 

a special valve with an orifice at the center of the valve (this 

orifice conducts the extra air to the main tube in the case of 

DCVT). Fig. 1 can help readers to imagine the general shape 

of this kind of control valve. The pressure fluctuations are 

controlled by a regulator on the line, so, we have a stable 

pressure at the inlets. Also, this setup can present any exact 

cold mass fractions, because of the valve's actions on the 

rotameters (in all lines). We adjusted the pressure at the inlet 

line by a valve on 1 MPa. The set up is working (continually) 

for 10 to 15 minutes in each case to reach a stable condition 

(after adjusting the pressure at the inlets). 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Typical angles mentioned below have been employed to 

investigate the performance of the vortex tube refrigerator 

with the straight nozzle. To expose the effect of cone angles 

on the temperature reduction (Fig. 2), seven different cone 

angles i.e. θ= 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 are tested by using 

a constant working tube with length of L= 250 mm. The 

number of nozzle intake is N= 2. As the first result, we want 

to present a thermal comparison between two kinds of straight 

vortex tubes (RHVT and DCVT) to determine what kind of the 

VTs is the best to be used for the heating and cooling purposes. 

Choosing the best VT type is based on the maximum cooling 

and heating effectiveness or cold and hot temperature 

differences. According to the results of Fig. 2, changing the 

VT type changes the thermal patterns inside the VTs, which 

leads to different cold and hot temperature differences. There 

is a common result about both VTs and it is the increase in the 
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cold temperature difference magnitude over the range of 0.12 

to 0.28. In this range, the efficiency of all VTs increases 

continuously to achieve the maximum value at the cold 

fraction ratio of 0.28. When the cold fraction ratio moves over 

than 0.28, the cooling efficiencies for all VTs decreased 

continually. The most important result of this section (as seen 

in Fig. 2) can be presented as: the DCVT has the best cooling 

efficiency and the best heating efficiency belongs to the RHVT. 
According to the results of Fig. 2, (for the same geometrical 

and operational parameters), the DCVT provides the cooling 

effectiveness 7.7% more than the RHVT, and in opposite the 

RHVT presents the heating performance 31.26% more than 

the DCVT.  This research proves that the DCVT is not suitable 

for the heating applications, but is superior for the cooling 

purposes compared to the RHVT. 

 

 
 

Figure. 2. Influence of the heat transfer angle on the cold 

temperature difference 

 

Fig. 2 shows the variation in ΔTc for cone angles at different 

cold mass fractions with inlet pressure of 0.4 MPa. These 

models were tested and the thermal performance was analyzed 

while the cold mass fraction was variable. The results indicate 

that there is optimal value for θ to obtain the highest 

refrigeration efficiency. According to the results, the cold 

temperature difference increased when we take into account 

the effect of cone angle in the range of 20ᵒ to70ᵒ. This event is 

occurred because the maximum temperature (hot exhaust) is 

located at a region in the middle of the DCVT main tube not 

the end of the tube, but about the RHVT, the maximum hot 

exhaust temperature is placed at the end of the tube (Z/L=1 on 

the control valve position). Here another result can be pointed 

as; the position of the best cold fraction ratio for the heating 

and cooling efficiencies is completely different, so that, the 

best cooling cold mass fraction is about 0.28 and the best for 

the heating efficiency is around 0.8. 

In this equation ΔTc is the temperature difference, (ΔTc)max 

is the maximum temperature drop and α is the cold mass 

fraction and is varied in range from 0 to 1. To investigate the 

similarity relation for the vortex tube with truncated cone 

control valve, tests are conducted for a typical vortex tube. The 

similarity relation ΔTc / (ΔTc)max as a function of α can be taken 

and indicated in Fig. 3. It can be introduced as below: 

 

5 4 3

,max

2

8.136 17.75 12.37

1.811 0.582 0.865

c

c

T

T
  

 


   



  

                              (3)  

 

As seen in Fig. 3, the ratio of ΔTc / (ΔTc)max for vortex tubes 

with truncated cone control valve is independent of the inlet 

pressures, and can be presented as a function of the cold mass 

ratio.   

 

 
 

Figure 3. Similarity report for pressure reflection 

5. COMPARISONS BETWEEN CFD RESULTS AND 

EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

 

 
 

Figure 4. The validation between numerical and 

experimental results 

 

The most important part in an exact numerical or 

experimental work is the validation step. The present study is 

a combination from numerical and experimental results, so, 

these results must be compared to each other to validate the 

results, and furthermore, if anybody wants to continue the 

simulation without doing more experiments, the validation of 

the results is the essential part of the study. So, a 3D model 
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with D=35 mm, Dth=15 mm, db=10 mm, da=13 mm and L=600 

mm is created and the output results of this model are 

compared to the laboratory achievements (belong to the 

related real vortex tube) and the compared trends are presented 

in Fig. 4. According to Fig. 4, the designed vortex tubes 

(numerical models) can follow the experimental trends very 

well. In the case of DCVT, the maximum disagreements 

between the outputs of the model and the real case for the cold 

and hot temperatures are 6.15 % and 7.13 %, respectively. 

These values of disagreements between the experimental and 

simulated achievements prove this fact that the designed 3D 

model (based on the cubic mesh arrangements) is completely 

match with the real model and can be used by other researchers 

for further CFD studies with appropriate accuracy. All kinds 

of VTs are so sensitive against the changing in the internal area 

of the tube, so that any undefined change in the internal 

structure will destroy the separation phenomenon and the 

related results will be affected. So, almost the measuring of the 

parameters inside the main tube (without changes in the results) 

is very difficult in experimental ways. Here, the CFD models 

(especially 3D models) can be useful to clarify the patterns of 

flow inside the VTs and in this case the flow inside a DCVT 

can be observed using this method. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. Total temperature distribution in DCVT 

 

The contours of total temperature inside the DCVT are 

shown in Fig. 5 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The influence of the cone angles, the inlet pressure at nozzle 

intakes and the number of nozzles on the cooling performance 

was investigated numerically and experimentally for a vortex 

tube and the major conclusions can be represented as below: 

The vortex tube efficiency can be improved by utilizing the 

appropriate cone angle and the experimental tests show that 

we have an optimum model between θ=20 and θ =80. 

Preliminary tests (before the optimization) indicate that the 

cone angle should be small and not more than 70 under our 

experimental tests so there is an optimal cone angle of conical 

valve to achieve the highest possible refrigeration performance. 

The preliminary experimental results indicate that θ =70 yields 

the highest cold temperature reduction, which exceeds θ =20 

one by about 49.67%. In fact, the optimum model before the 

optimization was θ =70. The ratio of actual cold temperature 

difference to the maximum temperature difference, ΔTc / 

(ΔTc)max, for the vortex tube with truncated cone control valve 

can be presented as a function of the cold mass ratio. 
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